Simple baselines can fool 360° saliency metrics.
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Abstract

Evaluating a model’s capacity to predict human fixations in 360° scenes is a challenging task. 360° saliency requires different assumptions compared to 2D as a result of the way the saliency maps are collected and pre-processed to account for the difference in statistical bias (Equator vs Center bias). However, the same classical metrics from the 2D saliency literature are typically used to evaluate 360° models. In this paper, we show that a simple constant predictor, i.e. the average map across Salient360 and Sitzman training sets can fool existing metrics and achieve results on par with specialized models. Thus, we propose a new probabilistic metric based on the independent Bernoullis assumption that is more suited to the 360° saliency task.

1. Introduction

Panoramic images provide users with the ability to explore different regions of the viewing sphere. The average person’s head movements (HM) are typically a good prediction of the most probable viewport localized within the sphere, while eye movements (EM) reflect regions-of-interest (RoIs) inside the predicted viewports. Thus, when predicting the most salient pixels for 360° images, it is necessary to predict both HM and EM [25]. Despite much progress in head/eye movements prediction for panoramic scenes in recent years, benchmarking models can be problematic due to the inconsistent behaviour of the metrics used. Many metrics have been adopted or specifically designed for saliency to assess progress and compare models [22, 10, 20, 11, 13]. The AUC set of metrics are the traditional measure, but recently other metrics like Correlation Coefficient (CC), Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS), Similarity metric (SIM) and Kulback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) have become the primary measures used. Please see [1] for a detailed review of these metrics. Salient360! [8], the only available benchmark for 360° saliency, evaluates models based on five metrics directly extended from the 2D saliency literature. Given that models are ranked on the basis of these metrics, many authors have analyzed the metrics both theoretically and experimentally to give recommendations on which is the most appropriate [15, 24, 21]. Other approaches have proposed different loss functions [9]. In this paper we highlight issues with the existing metrics for 360° saliency and propose a more appropriate alternative.

2. Related work

The work reported in [21] performed experiments on Jian Li’s human eye-tracking fixations dataset [16], and concluded that sAUC and KLD form a separate cluster from NSS, SIM, and CC. This is due to the fact that KLD assumes saliency maps to be strongly regularized, and sAUC does not to account for the built-in center bias. The study of [6] randomly split the ground truth fixations into two sets to create the reference fixation map and the human fixation map. This human consistency test suggested that NSS and CC capture enough information and KLD is the worst. Based on subjective studies, the authors of [17] argued that human perception is driven by the most salient and high energy regions. Thus, NSS, CC, and SIM are the most consistent with human subjects. AUC reports unsatisfactory results given that it relies solely on the ROC curve without considering the distribution of thresholds. The authors developed a CNN-based metric using the users’ data answers as labels. [1] conducted an extensive survey on all metrics, and argued that properties of the inputs affect metrics differently: how the ground truth is defined; whether the prediction takes dataset statistical bias into account; whether the inputs are probabilistic. The authors’ main claim is that adapting the properties of metrics for the downstream task can guide metric selection for saliency model evaluation. [13] attempted to solve this issue by calculating the information gain i.e. log-likelihood, the essence of which is to jointly optimize for the scale, the center bias, and spatial blurring as a pre-processing step for all saliency maps to avoid these confounding factors for model comparison. Their approach obtained a new consistent ranking of models. However, it assumes access to all models, which is not practical. Furthermore, the log-density performs suboptimally on most metrics and can still
produce inconsistent rankings [14]. Inspired from Bayesian decision theory, [14] separated the saliency model from the saliency map, where a specific saliency map can then be submitted to a certain metric. Consequently, saliency models should be defined as metric-independent probability densities over possible fixations and subsequently many different metric-dependent saliency maps can be derived from the same density for different error metrics. In this way, saliency models can be meaningfully compared on all metrics at their original scale.

The consensus among the research community is that the metrics measure different things [24, 21, 1], and that it is conceptually impossible to determine a best performing model independent of considering the different metrics. In this paper, we highlight the lack of active research on this topic for 360° visual attention modelling and the different underlying assumptions for 360° data related to the visual attention mechanism [25]. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) We investigate the behaviour of the traditional metrics on 360° saliency datasets, and show that a simple constant predictor (i.e. the average saliency across the training set) can obtain high scores calling into question the practical usefulness of these metrics under the 360° saliency setting. (2) We propose an alternative formulation of the equi-rectangular saliency map as a probabilistic map with the Bernoulli assumption, where each pixel represents the probability of a fixation occurring. (3) We adapt the probabilistic metrics (KLD and JS) to this Bernoulli assumption and show that these new metrics are a better basis for ranking models.

3. Analysis

3.1. Evaluation setup

The behaviour of metrics and the properties of saliency maps are investigated using the following set of baselines. The constant predictors are the average saliency maps across the Salient360! and Sitzman dataset separately. The equator bias model is a symmetric Gaussian around the equator; it consists of a degenerate Gaussian with infinite variance in the x-direction and a variance to cover 20% of the equator in the y-direction. This choice is motivated by the statistics of the amount of fixation vs. non-fixation points of an average saliency map. The random model gives a uniformly distributed saliency value to each pixel in the saliency map. These baselines are compared against deep saliency models in the literature using the five classical metrics (AUC-J, NSS, CC, SIM, KLD) as shown in Table 1.

Both the equator bias and the random model are image-independent, dataset-independent models. The five metrics are significantly higher for the equator bias model, indicating the importance of capturing the dataset priors. The high number of zeros is detected by the KLD metric as it is sensitive to insufficient regularization. The random model performs poorly across all metrics, caused by the presence of a large amount of false positive/negatives. AUC-J is the least affected by low-valued false positives, and thus reports a relatively higher score (0.640) compared to other metrics.

To a large extent, however, the constant predictors (image-dependent, dataset-dependent) succeed in fooling the metrics, and produce scores comparable with deep learning models that were trained end-to-end on these datasets. This has three potential explanations. First, the models may simply be learning to predict the average saliency across the training set. Second, it could be that the datasets are insufficiently varied and there is a high correlation between scenes. The final interpretation relates to the representation of the saliency maps and the definition of the metrics.

Issues with the models. The models’ predicted maps look more targeted, and attend to specific regions of the input. The correlation between the models’ predictions and the constant predictor is low and suggest that the models are not simply predicting the average training maps (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Dataset issue. From [7], Salient360! stimuli are dependent on various considerations, such as shooting environment, amount of foreground objects, distance to objects, presence of people, etc. The eye-gaze data was gathered from 40 subjects per scene, thus, we believe the dataset is well-designed.

Questioning the metrics/saliency formulation. Saliency is extracted from the coordinated motion data of the eyes and head to perform the attention task while moving in the panoramic scene. Measuring the quality of the models predicting the head and eye movements is an open research question. The underlying assumptions for 360° scenes could affect the properties and behaviour of metrics. We argue that directly applying the definition of saliency and its expected input from the 2D context is problematic and will result in some diverging and inconsistent behavior of the metrics.

3.2. Saliency formulation

Definition. The ground truth saliency maps are computed by convolving each fixation or trajectory points (for all observers of one image), defined as:

\[
FM_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if location } (i, j) \text{ is a fixation} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases}
\]

with a Gaussian or Kent kernel. The resulting saliency map \( P \in [0, 1]^{W \times H} \) can be treated as a multivariate Bernoulli distribution where each pixel is Bernoulli distributed, with a probability \( p \) to be attended, and \( (1 - p) \) to be discarded. Probabilistic metrics induce a multinomial distribution on the predictions using a softmax, this assumes that viewers attend to one pixel for all time by dividing by the sum, concentrating
the energy on one point. Clearly, however, more than a single pixel may be attended, making it more appropriate to treat each predicted value as independent of the others. Thus, we believe the Bernoulli assumption makes more sense. Multivariate Bernoulli distributions are established using the concept of the Kronecker product from matrix calculus, and provide an alternative to the traditional log-linear models for binary variables [23].

\textit{f-divergences} used as general (entropic) distance-like functions, the KLD: $P_1 \times P_2 \leftarrow [0, \infty]$ is an oriented statistical distance measured between two densities $p$ and $q$ (i.e. the ground truth and the model predicted saliency maps represent the respective densities). A common symmetrization of the KLD is the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), also referred as the capacitory discrimination, which is the total KLD to the average distribution $\frac{p+q}{2}$, and is usually applied to densities with arbitrary support. Both KLD and JSD expect the inputs to be a valid probability distribution (i.e. softmax over saliency map pixels), thus, making the assumption of one single point is fixated upon at all times. However, the spherical representation of the panoramic scenes allows viewers to explore many viewpoints (head movements) – the softmax over the ERP saliency map pixels puts most of the energy on the highly attended viewport by the average observer. We argue that treating saliency pixels as independent Bernoulli events better matches the subjects’ behavior, and is less harmful when evaluating models since it compares saliency maps on pixel-wise and doesn’t involve any prior regularization. We redefine KLD and JSD as explained in the following.

\textbf{Bernoulli KL-divergence} The formula for KL divergence that is usually used to evaluate saliency maps is based on the assumption that ground truth saliency $q$ is a categorical distribution over the pixels in the image, i.e. $q = (q_1, \ldots, q_N), q_i \geq 0, q^T \mathbf{1} = 1$. Given a softmax prediction
Again, we propose to minimize the average JS-divergence between the predicted distribution and the ground truth is given by:

\[
\text{KL}(q \parallel p) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i \log \frac{q_i}{p_i},
\]

with appropriate regularization constants added for numerical stability. Here we assume that the ground truth saliency is not normalized to sum to one, but rather represents the probability that each pixel will be attended, independent of the others, i.e. \( y_i \sim \text{Ber}_1(q_i) \) where \( y_i \) is a binary RV indicating that a fixation occurred at pixel \( i \). The per-pixel KL divergence is then given by:

\[
\text{KL}(q_i \parallel p_i)_{\text{Ber}} = q_i \log \frac{q_i}{p_i} + (1 - q_i) \log \frac{1 - q_i}{1 - p_i},
\]

and we propose to minimize the average KL-divergence between the ground truth and predicted saliency map:

\[
\text{KL}(q \parallel p)_{\text{Ber}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ q_i \log \frac{q_i}{p_i} + (1 - q_i) \log \frac{1 - q_i}{1 - p_i} \right].
\]

**Bernoulli Jensen-Shannon divergence** The Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence between two distributions \( q \) and \( p \) defined on the same alphabet is given by:

\[
\text{JS}(q \parallel p) = \frac{1}{2} \text{KL}(p \parallel m) + \frac{1}{2} \text{KL}(q \parallel m),
\]

where \( m = (p + q)/2 \) is the midpoint distribution. Incorporating the Bernoulli KL-divergences of pixel \( i \) and simplifying gives:

\[
\text{JS}(q_i \parallel p_i)_{\text{Ber}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ p_i \log \left( \frac{2p_i}{p_i + q_i} \right) + q_i \log \left( \frac{2q_i}{p_i + q_i} \right) \\
- (p_i - 1) \log \left( \frac{2(p_i - 1)}{p_i + q_i - 2} \right) \\
- (q_i - 1) \log \left( \frac{2(q_i - 1)}{p_i + q_i - 2} \right) \right].
\]

Again, we propose to minimize the average JS-divergence:

\[
\text{JS}(q \parallel p)_{\text{Ber}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{JS}(q_i \parallel p_i)_{\text{Ber}}.
\]

Note that unlike the KL-divergence, the JS-divergence is symmetric in \( p \) and \( q \), i.e. \( \text{JS}(p \parallel q) = \text{JS}(q \parallel p) \).

### 3.3. Experiments and results

We use the Salient360 toolbox to calculate the metrics and included the implementation for the new proposed ones. Table 1 represents the models’ scores on distinct datasets, including 2D models, 360° specialized models and the four baselines (illustrated in Figure 4). The ranking of the models is highly inconsistent across metrics, and no model is optimal for all metrics. Furthermore, the constant predictors achieve comparable scores with deep learning models, except on the KLD and JSD. This supports our main claim: by assuming saliency maps as multivariate Bernoulli distributions in a principled way from model densities, deep learning models rank much better than the constant predictors.

Figure 3 shows the Spearman rank correlation across metrics. The goal is to cluster the metrics in terms of properties so that favor/penalize similar behavior form a single cluster. All models from Table 1 are sorted according to each metric, then the Spearman rank correlation is measured between each pair of metrics to construct the covariance matrix in Figure 3. The NSS and CC represent the highest correlation (0.96), this can be explained by the fact that NSS is the discrete version of CC specifically designed for saliency. The pairwise correlation between AUC-J, NSS, CC, and SIM range between [0.82,0.96] meaning they capture the same axis of information and represent the same cluster.

KLD and JSD are sensitive to regularization and false negatives; this is beneficial if missing ground truth fixations should be severely penalized. Thus, pairwise correlation between KLD and the cluster ranges between 0.71 and 0.80. However, we demonstrated that just averaging the saliency maps on the training set can fool the metrics. For KLD, this can be explained as capturing the high energy and compact saliency region over the average scenes conditioned by the average fixation statistic; regularization to the unit sum will force the density to have one dominant mode and many smaller modes, thus, the regularization constant \( \psi \) in the metric computation is of the same value range as the majority.
Table 1. Comparative performance study on: Salient360! and Sitzman datasets. Baseline 01: the constant predictor from Salient360! dataset, Baseline 02: the constant predictor from Sitzman dataset, Baseline 03 is the Equator bias model. Baseline 04 is the random chance model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Salient360!</th>
<th>Sitzman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC-J ↑</td>
<td>NSS ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNISAL [4]</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>1.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SalGAN [18]</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>1.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360° models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSAL [3]</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>1.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SalGAN360 [2]</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>1.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baselines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 01</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>1.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 02</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>1.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 03</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>1.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline 04</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>1.078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The Equi-rectangular saliency maps visualization of the four baselines. The upper row represents the density map, whereas the bottom row applies a color map to the saliency map for more perceptual figures.

Figure 5 illustrates the metrics response per pixel-wise when comparing the ground truth saliency map to the models’ saliency map. The red color indicates a worse score. In essence it shows that the metric incorrectly accredited the model for incorrect predictions (false positives/negatives). Ideally, a black map means a perfect classification from the metric. For KLD, it is therefore fooled by the true positives of the constant predictors; other regions (top and bottom) are not penalized effectively, so the final score is dominated by the intersection points. This may be due to the regularization constant $\psi$ that is included in the metric computation, and regularizing the input to be a valid probability distribution. Both $\text{KL}_{\text{Ber}}$ and $\text{JS}_{\text{Ber}}$ appear more stable, and better classify most pixels. Their local computation ensures these metrics do not favor the highest mode of the density from other modes. Each pixel is equally evaluated independent from the others. The fact that it expects the saliency value to be easily interpretable – as the probability that a fixation is expected to occur in that specific pixel – means that no softmax over pixels is required. This allows more stable computation of the metrics as fewer very small values occur in the map.

4. Discussion

Benchmarking saliency models is an open research question due to inconsistent rankings when varying the metrics. We define saliency metrics to be performance measures that assess saliency maps against ground truth fixations, and subsequently saliency maps to be multivariate Bernoulli distributions. We have shown that simple baselines can incorrectly obtain high scores for classical metrics, highlighting the fragility of the current paradigm and potential fallacious interpretation derived from benchmarking 360° head/eye movements prediction algorithms. The same models obtained low scores when presented as multivariate Bernoulli distributions and measured by probabilistic metrics validating this assumption. However, whilst the work reported here has addressed the issue raised regarding simple baselines, we believe that the underlying research question is far from solved. Despite the importance of visual attention modelling for 360° scenes for many tasks, because of the ambiguity related to benchmarks/metric, algorithmic development has...
slowed. We call for reconsiderations on several aspects with benchmarking models.

**Optimizing for the downstream task.** Task-free saliency is the most common paradigm for most benchmarks. In practice, however, head/eye movement prediction is application dependant, such as in the case in visual quality assessment [5], or compression and transmission for 360° video/images [19]. Each task holds specific assumptions on the expected saliency map. For region based applications (e.g. compression and adaptive transmission), a location-based and local metric such as NSS would be more appropriate. However, if the task requires penalizing missing a fixation (e.g. object detection, surveillance, segmentation), metrics highly affected by false negatives (KLD and AUC) make more sense. This would require designing new task-specific datasets.

**Decoupling the saliency model, map, and metric.** Extending the work of [14] to 360° saliency with careful domain considerations would be interesting. Following the rationale of Bayesian decision theory: the saliency model is a posterior density over possible fixations and the saliency metric is a utility function. Based on the posterior density and the utility function, a saliency map is then chosen to maximize the expected utility. Thus, for each metric, a specific saliency map is derived from the model density. This has proved to be effective is getting a single winner on the 2D saliency benchmark MIT300 [12]. However, adapting the method to head/eye movements prediction requires rethinking the method developed in [13] in the context of omnidirectional datasets.

**Considering the spherical geometry in the metric computation.** The ground truth saliency maps are represented in the equi-rectangular format [7], which requires using helical sampling on the sphere. The metrics are calculated over the matching points at the polar positions. Thus, the scores are sensitive to the number of sampled points. Ideally, a measure should be invariant of the pre-processing steps. It is likely that representing the spherical specifications in the metric computation would be more effective.

5. Conclusion

Our work addresses the problem of benchmarking head and eye movements prediction models for 360° scenes. We identified a major failure mode for the classical metrics used in the current evaluation setups by using simple baselines. This means that deep learning based saliency models are no better than the average training saliency maps according to these metrics. Therefore, our analysis suggests defining saliency maps to be multivariate Bernoulli distribution as an alternative formulation. This is also supported by our understanding of how humans explore omnidirectional scenes. In practice, this means deriving new formulas for the probabilistic metrics. In this way, the baselines are detected to be poorer quality maps, whilst specialized models scores better across these probabilistic metrics. We will propose these remarks and recommendations to the Salient360! benchmark team.
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